THATS MY GIRL

Indiana Eligible

Bay Filly - Foaled April 15, 2018 - Freeze Brand #65029

Aisle 31

Valley Victory 3, 1:55.3

Gratite Yankee 2, 2:03

Guccio 4, 1:51.1

Yankee Pace 1, 1:53.2

Southern Senorita 1, 1:58.2

Self Possessed 3, 1:51.3

Thats My Girl 4, 1:58f

Canland Hall 3, 1:57s

Whisk Hanover 4, 1:58f

Balanced Image 3, 1:58.4

1st dam

WHISK HANOVER 2, 2:10.3h, 3, 2:00.4f, 4, 1:58f- '11 ($102,579) 7 wins, by CANTAB HALL 3, 1:54. At 2, winner of PA Fair S. div, PASS div; second in PA Fair S. div; second in PA Fair S. div(twice); third in Arden Downs S. div, PA Fair S. div, PASS div; At 3, winner of PA Fair S. div, PASS div; second in PASS div, PA Stallion Series div(twice); third in PA Stallion S. div, PA Stallion Series final. From 5 foals, including a two-year-old of 2019, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:56.2 in 1:58) including-

LATE BID TOM (g, Jailhouse Jesse) 2, 1:57.2s, 3, 1:55.4s- '16 ($165,673) 6 wins. At 2, winner of INSS elim(twice); second in INSS cons, final and super final; third in INSS elim. At 3, winner of INSS elim and cons.

DEJAROVER (g, Dejarmbro) 2, 2:00h, 3, 1:59h, 4, 1:56.2- '18 ($94,620) 3 wins. At 2, winner of OHSS div; third in OHSS div; second in OH Breeders Championship div, OHSS cons.

WHISK ME AWAY (f, Jailhouse Jesse) 2, 2:08.2h- '18 ($8,115) 1 win. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div.

Whisk Em (g, Jailhouse Jesse) ($2,000) Now 2, second in IN Mini Series leg at Hoosier Park.

2nd dam

WINFORD HANOVER (m, Cantab Hall) 2, 2:10.3h, 3, 2:00.4f, 4, 1:58f- '11 ($102,579) 7 wins. As Above.

WINFORD HANOVER (f, Striking Sahbra) 2, Q2:02.1s, 3, Q1:59s- '11 ($62,345) 3 wins. At 3, winner of City Of London S. leg and final; second in ONSS Grassroots div.

WARUM HANOVER (g, Andover Hall) 2, 2:11.2h, 3, 1:58.1f- '17 ($20,773) 8 wins.

PEMBROKE YOYO (g, Andover Hall) 3, Q1:59.1f- '19 ($4,215).

Whistle Hanover (m, Lindy Lane). Dam of SANDONATO 2, 1:56.2- '12 ($103,572); PUCKERUP HANOVER 2, 2:01f, 3, 1:57.4f- '09 ($77,088); WILD RUN HANOVER 3, 1:59f, 4, 1:57.4f- '11 ($73,442) etc.

Wanda Hanover (m, Ken Warkentin). Dam of MAJESTIC WANDA 2, Q2:03.2s, 4, 1:58.2h- '16 ($32,010); LOOMS BOLDLY 2, 1:59.4s- '16 ($7,910) etc.

3rd dam

B COR TAMARA 2, 2:04.4f, 3, 2:02f- '14 ($186,214) 8 wins. by DREAM OF GLORY 3, 1:57.2. Dam of-

B COR PETE (g, Balanced Image) 1, 1:52.2- '16 ($893,078) 37 wins.

B COR TIMGO (g, A Go Go Laumont) 2, 2:00.1f, 3, 1:57f- '16 ($641,641) 39 wins.

CELEBRITY LEGACY (g, Windsongs Legacy) 12, 1:58.3s, 1:54.3f- '13 ($270,483) 23 wins.

YORKTOWN GUNNER (h, Balanced Image) 2, 2:03.3h, 3, 1:56.6s- '06 ($249,520) 4 wins.

CLARICE MARIE (m, Balanced Image) 2, 2:01.3s, 3, 1:57.3s- '03 ($200,230) 3 wins. Dam of CORKY 2, 1:57.3, 1:52.4f- '13 ($1,047,678); GO GO REDMARTY 3, 1:55s, 4, 1:53.4s- '11 ($270,507) etc.

B COR C (g, Balanced Image) 2, 2:05.4f, 3, 2:00.4f, 1:59.2f- '17 ($87,543) 24 wins.

FIN (h, Balanced Image) 1, 1:57.4f- '10 ($81,011) 5 wins.

WINDSWPT PHANTOM (g, Balanced Image) 2, 2:00.3f, 3, 1:57.3, 1:57- '02 ($57,057) 5 wins.

LADY BAR (m, Malabar Man) 2, 2:01- '14 ($46,600) 4 wins. Dam of LOOKING HANOVER 2, 2:00.1s, 3, 1:57.3f, 1:53.2f- '11 ($1,125,136); DIA MONDE 2, Q2:00.4s, 3, 1:54s, 4, 1:53s- '17 ($345,887) etc.

WINDSWPT PLEASURE (m, Super Pleasure) 2, 2:01.3s- '14 ($345,220) 1 win. Dam of BIG APPLE DELI 2, 1:56f, 3, 1:55.3s- '08 ($132,894); WHITELAND WILL 2, Q1:58.3s, 3, 1:56.2- '02 ($144,408) etc.; grandam of HITOUTOFTHEPARK 2, 1:55.1f, 3, 1:54.2f, 4, 1:53.2f- '17 ($49,304,256); BOOKS N CHIPS 1, 1:54.4f- '16 ($307,133); LEAVE YOUR MARK 2, Q2:01.4s, 3, Q2:00.4s, 4, 1:55.4f- '13 ($266,191); CATMAN DUDE 2, Q2:00.4s, 3, 1:58.3h- '12 ($97,279) etc.

B COR TAMAGO (g, A Go Go Laumont) 3, 1:59.4f, 4, 1:56.3- '16 ($24,567) 6 wins. Dam of TOM CANGO 2, 1:57.3f, 3, 1:53.2- '09 ($515,930); BROADWAY HALL 2, 1:56.4- '02 ($346,790) etc.

COPPETRA (m, Balanced Image) 3, 2:04.3h- '14 ($10,670) 4 wins. Dam of TALL COTTON 3, 1:55.4f, 1:51.3f- '14 ($76,199); CHIP DOT COM 3, 1:58.3f, 1:53.3s- '04 ($516,191); CELEBRITY SWEDEIDIE 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:56f- '10 ($40,110) etc.; grandam of CAVIER FOR THE LADY 2, 1:57.2f, 3, 1:55.2f, 1:54f- '11 ($567,306); JOLENE JOLENE 2, 1:52.1- '14 ($231,673) etc.

B Cor Jazzette (m, Jazz Cosmos) ($4,207). Dam of BANKER HALL 2, 1:56.1s, 3, 1:55.2s- '01 ($1,026,624) etc.; grandam of UP FRONT PRAYER 3, 1:55.4, 1:55.1s- '12 ($124,025) etc.

Melba Jean (m, Striking Sahbra) ($1,512). Dam of CUDA SIXTY SIX 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:57.1f- '15 ($75,568) etc.